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Biographical Notes
William D. S. Daniel was born in 1903 in Urmi, Iran.! He lost his mother when
he was only three years old. His father, a prominent physician, died from an
infectious disease while caring for thousands of his compatriots suffering from
typhus, typhoid and cholera under the worst health conditions of overcrowded
Assyrian refugee camps during WWI. His three sisters disappeared along with
thousands of other young Assyrian women who were either lost in the stampede,
perished on the way or forced into conversion. He himself was only fifteen years
old when the massive Assyrian flight and march out of their homeland into the
unknown began.
He traveled to Europe and received a decent education in classical music after
which he returned to Iran to work for the artistic and cultural advancement of his
people and put his musical talents at their service. In early 1940s, he founded the
first Assyrian musical and dance group which performed some of the musical
compositions and songs that he had created. He was first introduced to the folk
tales of Qateeni in 1946 and was profoundly impressed by them. It was then that
he contemplated the initiation of a massive poetic work to be later known as the
Epic of Qateeni Gabbara. The work is in three volumes containing some 6000
verses. The three volumes were published several years apart.
Introductory Notes
The Epic of Qateeni Gabbara as created by William Daniel contains some of
the most beautiful poetry in the contemporary Assyrian language. The native epic
is a chain of folk tales recited by the Assyrian storytellers in the mountains of
Hakkari and the villages in the plain of Nineveh [Mosul] for as long as any one
can remember. Daniel has taken the core of those tales, embellished them with
stylistic and poetic ingenuity, and artistically transformed the tales into a
complete epic that is in and of itself an exquisite piece of artistic creation.
Perhaps, being a gifted poet and a refined musician had much to do with this
enhancement of the tales into an epic.
The folk tales of Qateeni are most well known among what Maclean calls the
Ashiret group of Assyrians, especially the Tiari and Tkhuma.1 One of the
!
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authors2 relates that his father, an illiterate person, was able to recite hundreds of
verses from those tales accompanied by some simple melody. As a child, Odisho
grew up in a family where the tales of Qateeni were commonly sung during
social gatherings of his paternal relatives. According to Hozaya,3 segments of the
original tales are also still being recited by the villagers living in the plain of
Nineveh [Mosul]. A short specimen of the original version is translated at the end
of this article to give the reader a comparative view of Daniel’s version of the
epic and the various versions of it in circulation before him.
Translating poetry is always a difficult task. The difficulty is attributed to the
cultural and linguistic contexts in which the poetry is embedded and the stylistic
skills and craftsmanship of the individual poet. The multiplicity of the strands of
a culture- any culture of any nation or people- and the complexity of its texture
conveyed by the language-specific linguistic structures result in poetic
constructions that are primarily unique of a given language or culture and
ultimately of a given poet. This should not deny some degree of universality and
commonality in human language and culture, but the specifics of a culture and
the linguistic [phonological, morphological, syntactical and semantic] modes of
expression render poetry quite difficult to translate without some extraordinary
poetic skills and linguistic talents. There are hardly any one-to-one cultural and
linguistic cognates across languages; however, there are always approximates to
those cognates. The accuracy and proficiency of the rendition of poetry from one
language to another depends on the extent to which approximates in the two
languages match. It may be easier to translate the meaning of words, in general,
but poetry is more than just meaning. Poetry is meaning, melody, imagination,
rhythm and rhyme all collaborating in an infinite number of patterns and
formations. In the process of poetry translation, it is the transmission of rhyme,
rhythm, imagery, melody and sensations that is more challenging. Consequently,
poetry is at its best when it maintains its native cultural and linguistic habitat.
Evidently, it was never the intention of the writers to embark on the translation
of Daniel’s poetry. However, a limited attempt at translation is made for the sole
purpose of affording those who cannot read the Assyrian language an image of
what Qateeni's epic as envisaged by Daniel is all about. To truly enjoy the
beauty of Daniel's poetry, one has to read it in the Assyrian language. This
explains why some of the citations are deliberately meant to remain untranslated.
Certainly, much greater enjoyment is guaranteed through direct listening to
Daniel passionately reciting his own verses.
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Poetic and Aesthetic Values of the Epic
It was pointed out earlier on that poetry is not solely meaning; it is the artistic
construction of meaning that is further enhanced and embellished through the
skillful crafting of rhythm, rhyme and melody and the majestic choice of words.
The poetic value of the Epic is the depth and breadth of meaning that Daniel
manages to exquisitely instill in his words, between his words and all throughout
his poetic compositions. Whichever way one moves between and along his
verses, there is always concatenated semantic enhancement both vertically and
horizontally. This is not solely attributed to the popularity of the Epic’s theme
and its historical intimacy with the psyche and soul of the Assyrians. It is equally
attributed to a careful survey of the sources of the oral tradition through which
the tales of the epic have been transmitted across centuries. Undoubtedly, as one
will notice in due course, Daniel’s profound nationalistic passion and his artistic
talent, both as a poet and as a musician, have much to do with the magnitude of
meaning he could charge his poetic structures with. The last two talents have
tremendous role in making Daniel the best poet in the modern history of the
Assyrians. Obviously any poet labors on his works more than a reader may ever
envisage. This is not a weakness, but rather a keen intent on the part of the poet
to create the best work possible. However, regardless of how much a poet
consciously constructs his poetry, no creative works will be brought into being
without an innate artistic talent- a quality that Daniel certainly possessed. [ see
lines, 17-20 and 212-215 of the translated specimens below]
A poet is said to work with five elements; thought, tone, imagery, melody and
rhythm.4 Daniel excels in the implementation of those five elements and he
blends them both dynamically and artistically. Very much like other creative
poets from other nations, his poetry is rich in metaphors, similes, imageries.
What is interesting to note, however, is that as an Assyrian poet, Daniel had the
artistic sensitivity and acuteness of a musician, which often enabled him to
produce excellent rhyming structures governed by dynamic rhythm. For instance,
in describing the boyhood village of Qateeni, readers marvel at his use of
imagery:
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The tempo and mood of Daniel’s poetry change depending on the emotional
content of his verses. For instance, the structure of his poetry is upbeat, but when
Qateeni’s mother describes how she was expelled by her brothers because of
marrying the man who was not of their choice, the mood of the verses reflects
somberness of the subject.
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Cultural and Nationalistic Values of the Epic
Like most of the Assyrian poets of the twentieth century, Daniel’s poetry is
influenced by nationalism both historical and contemporary. The Epic’s hero,
Qateeni, is willing to sacrifice everything to liberate his nation from the evil
forces aiming at destroying it. [see lines, 255-258 and 277-2792 of the translated
specimes below] According to Odisho, the Epic’s pivotal theme is the struggle
between virtue and vice; virtue symbolized in Qateeni, the hero, and vice
symbolized in Shidda, the Monster. The author creatively, but very indirectly,
charges his verses with political overtones that render Qateeni the hero and
Shidda the enemy.5
Symbolically, Qateeni represents the Messiah that every Assyrian hoped would
come one day to save his people. Throughout Daniel’s Qateeni, the message of
deliverance recurs frequently in different forms and styles. [see lines, 267-272
and 276-279 of the translated specimens below]
Culturally, the work mirrors scores of folkloric and social events of the daily
life of the Assyrians in their native homeland foremost of which being
appreciation of courage, sacrifice, profound respect for the elderly, and the love
of accompanying the herd to the pastures.6
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Those who were close to Daniel know that he was well aware of the ancient
history of Mesopotamia and the Epic of Gilgamesh. Thus, it is only natural for
the reader to find some similarities between the Epic of Gilgamesh and the Epic
of Qateeni in both the theme and the characters. Of particular interest is Daniel’s
use of Shidda for the monster. Readers should be aware that in the authentic folk
tales of Qateeni as recited by Hakkari Assyrians the monster is named Lilitha. In
any case, both appellations of Shidda and Lilitha are as old as the Mesopotamian
mythology is.
At Tuma's Castle
A vast table was spread,
In Tuma's castle
Where a large crowd had gathered,
From the resort and the town (4)
The white bearded sat silent
Filled with thoughts
The braves had their head bent
In distraught. (8)
What contagious disease
Did they all have?
What common sorrow,
Chocked off their laugh? (12)
This famous table
Known in several lands,
Where countless brave deeds
Had begun. (16)
The jar of the red wine
Would enter through the door
From the barrel and beyond
It would not touch the floor (20)
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It would bounce from hand to hand
Pouring its contents
Giggling, laughing, having
Pleasure in being kissed on the lips (24)
Today she too was sad,
Sitting by Malik
Not moving at all
Like an elderly cat. (28)
What awful tragedy
Had destroyed their fun?
What devilish creature
Had silenced their laugh? (32)
Why! Haven’t you heard
Of the new destruction
The monster inflicted
On the people and the beasts? (36)
As if the hell fires
Were tearing up her chest
Could not be extinguished
By rivers and creeks. (40)
Not even the seas
Could quench her thirst
Blood was what she craved for
Of young men and maidens. (44)
By her boundless magic power
She grew big and wide
No creature felt her mercy
All on her altar died. (48)
How many more young braves
Should leave
Abandoning their wives and kids
In tears and in grief.(52)
The agony of Tuma's plight
Had no end
If more young men he sent
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Qateeni Gabbara: A William Daniel’s Legacy
They too might die. (56)
Death will arrive
One way or another.
In his mind Tuma decided
To raise the cup. (60)
He filled the cup with wine,
And stared at the mighty
His awaited declamation
He conveyed with this song: (64)
Who is the mighty man,
The mightiest of this time?
Who will cross the plains and deserts
The valleys and the highlands. (68)
Will pass over the mountains
And all the awful places.
Soar like an arrow in flight
To reach the monster's orchards. (72

I

The most fertile farmlands
And the greenest of the fields.
Find the monster as it sleeps
Beat her till death (76)
Dump her body in the deeps
Into the hell from where she emerged,
Open up the water dams
Give new life to dying lands. (80)
Can I see this mighty man
The greatest man of our age
Who will dare to drink this toast
That he may leave but not return?" (84)
The echoes of his song
Had not yet died out
When a crowd spilled into courtyard
Singing this other song. (88)
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Behold the Assyrian,
Coming down from the highland
He is tall his shoulders wide
The earth sinks beneath his stride (92)
Qateeni the mountain leaper
His chest is strong as stone
He drinks wine by barrels
Is there one among the braves
Who will fight with Qateeni?
Qateeni the mountain leaper. (98)
If there is a mighty man
Who can ascend the frightful peak
Defeat the devilish creature
This is the only one,
Qateeni the mountain leaper." (103)
As Qateeni enters
The crowd gasps
Before his mighty body
The doors collapse (107)
Qateeni:
Should I enter for fight or for peace,
My uncle Tuma?
I want this quarrel to cease
On this very day". (111)
Malik Tuma:
Welcome my nephew
In peace and tranquility
Come forward
With blessing my beloved. (115)
Qateeni:
Before I am welcomed
Oh judge of the people

Declare verdict in the case
of your sister's disgrace. (119)
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Qateeni Gabbara: A William Daniel’s Legacy
Malik Tuma:
Come sit, and hear the question
That brought us together today
Later the virtues
Of my sister Kurikmu we will discuss. (123)
Qateeni:
Beautiful words
Are not enough
To mend the shattered hearts
Or to resurrect the dead.
Insults to honor and name
Which bring forth shame
Can only be cleansed
By the payment of life.
The accuser or the accused,
Whoever is at fault
Shall be punished by my hand
I swear to God." (135)
Malik Tuma:
About the innocence of my sister
I have been enlightened
After being misled by
A cursed man." (139)
Sitting among the nobles
Was a mighty stranger
From his wicked heart
Ceaselessly dripping evil (143)
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Stranger:
You are tricky as a fox.
He said to Tuma
With flattery you want to kill
The bastard orphan.
Or may be your heart trembled
Because of his broad shoulders
Therefore with false words of praise
His claims you hope to erase.
Length of body and limbs
Though symbols of youth
Are not solely enough
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To make a man.” (155)
Malik Tuma:
"Shut your filthy mouth
The depraved of the desert
I never found out
Where you came from (159)
Stranger:
I am the very man
Who gave you my advice
For putting up with you
You are paying me thus." (163)
Malik Tuma:
To hell with you

And your advice
Tell me of your aim

In my sister's case.
If we ever survive the hell
Looming over our head,
be warned stranger,
I will decide your fate (171)
Qateeni;
Don't let your judgment err
My uncle Tuma
From father to the son
All rights are inherited.
He deserves to earn his pay
For what he has done
And shall receive it right away
By this very hand." (179)
The leach of the society,
And the spreader of disease,
Qateeni with one blow
Smashed him on the floor. (183)
All this event sank
In the ocean of time
But it is only remembered
When the devil is cursed. (187)
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Qateeni Gabbara: A William Daniel’s Legacy

Malik Tuma’s Invitation
The old cup of gold
The sad Malik,
Filled with old wine
Sweet and fine. (191)

@

Cup in hand he stood
Staring at the nobles.
His voice thundered in the castle
As he shared this song: (195)

@

@

Who is the mightiest man
The man who will never retreat
Who will drink a cup with me
Here now for all to see (199)
Who will take the stride that I took
Whatever I command he will do
He will travel from dry land
Dry of water and pastures (203)
Cross the frightful mountain
His head wrapped in gloom
Find the monster as she sleeps
with his arrows bring about her death (207)
Dump her body in the deeps
Wreck its dams and levies
Let once more the water flow
Revive again the desert below (211)
Pick from its garden and bring
An armful of the plant of life
That restores a blindman’s sight
It’s smell revives those who died. (215)

@@

Who will drink to the love
That he may leave but not return to?
Who is the brave man
The bravest one of this time? (219)
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Then Qateeni the great
Whose presence inspired hope
Held up his cup and spoke
And shook foundation of the house (223)
Qateeni's Song:
He said to Malik:
I will drink the cup with you
Will take the stride you took
Will accomplish what you say. (227)
Neither the lands without water
Nor the fires of the desert
Not the frightful mountains
Or the burden of the task
Will ever tire my soul. (232)
I will ascend the mount of affliction
Even if studded with blades
From my sword, the breed of lightning,
The monster cannot escape. (236)
I will dump her corpse in well
Will wreck her dams and spells
Fill up my empty cup
With the oldest wine
Which I'll drink to the greatest love
That shakes even the mountains. (242)
But my uncle tell me what is wrong
Why did you wink your eye?
I wish I knew the secrets of your heart
Before I depart. (246)
The ever-ready heroic braves
Sitting around this table
Your cups are pretty dry
Your cups of silver and gold.
Why are your voices hushed?
Why do you all look pale?
Why are your cups empty?
We’ve not yet been crushed.
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@ Ncčëô@æ₣Œčy@„Łìj&Û…@cRì’&İÛ
@
@ ،c₣Œm‡‹ë@aĆˆn’đ×@aĆˆrđç
@ Nc₣Œmˆy@aRŠÏŁëú…@aĆ‡þë†č§
@ ،c₣Œmˆi@dčäíčëôž @æþì|ìči×č
@ Ndčqôđ…ë@dčßbĆB…@æþì|ìčič×
@ _dčÔmò‘@æþì|ìčÜÓč @þìàčÓ
@ _dčÔč mŠÇ@æþì|ìRèãđ‰@þìàčÓ
@ _dčÔnÐB@æþì|ìči×č @þìàčÓ
@ NdčqŠR y@åđ·ñ@óTÜí@hTÛ@”Ćô
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@ ،ač‰Łìç@dčiŁìy@µ@•đò‘č
@ ،ač‰ŁìBﬂa@ÝØß@dčäčÜîđy
@ ،ač‰ëč…@cčôčü@óTÛ@æ•Ÿİã…
@ NdčrčB@dččjči…@dčiŁìy@ëe
@
@ ،dčÈİ&Ó@ž†yđ @cčëóž í@hčÛ‹ﬂŠÏ@dĆänİčÓ…@hčÜİ
č ßč
@ NdčİnÔÛ@dčä•č ‰ﬂ Œđß@dč’−
č …@rÅîč ãŁìèv•¶

Let's drink to the greatest love
Stronger than all bonds
Which has saved us to this day
The love of our ancestors. (258)

Qateeni's shield made from one metal sheet

@@ Was decorated with many colorful beads
@ ،ač‰ñđa@ìčç…@dr»Ž‹@”Łìi@dr»Ž‹@drÔã•ìu@dč’àđy
@ Nač‰òﬂã@ÒŁëa@dčÇ‰đa@O@ðôŁìuŁëìvđ½@æþëµ
s @c₣ûß@hčÛ
Five strong men, the mightiest of all
Could not even lift it from the ground (262)

@ ،ôĆ‰ò& ãŁëñ@óĆ’öﬂ‰@ÝđÇë@óTÜà
č Bﬂ @oi@óTÜÔnq…
@ NôĆŠﬂy@ðôŁìrčr’i@ž†đy@Ý×@dčjčuŁìÈi@dŽäčíŒčy
He threw it on his shoulder by left hand
Onlookers were truly amazed

@ ،dčßñč …@æča@aRŠßč bĆi@dčäÇč‰……@hčÜîđy@dč|…čô
@ Ndčß‰č @hčÜÔč i@pŠßčaë@ÀÀ@âŁìí…ﬂa@Þđô@åđÛ@c₣Œy@hčÛ
At the kind of strength they hadn’t seen
Proclaimed those in attendance (266)

@ ،ač‰ŠR ‘@O@ñﬂìí@aRŠrđç@dĆänİčÓ@áđÜÈč Û@oy
@ Nač‰óđi@ò&Ó‰ﬂ Œđß@òžãađ @dčäí@dčØ’ﬂy@ìčç…@oãčü
Long live Qateeni you are truly mighty
Shed light on those in darkness trapped (268)

@@@@@،æđòrč Àş mòØi@fčÜí@čÅàn‘‰…@„Łìm…@ñŁìi@fčÜí@hTÛ@cčô
@ _æđñòč Àş ÀÜđîÛ@æđ…Łìş ÜđîÛ@c₣ûÏč @òﬂi@cĆñač @òﬂi…

@Are’t you the one of whom our books have prophesied?
That shall come to free our boys and girls? (270)

@ ،dčäčäÇ…@dŽäčÐÛŁìç@ÝđÇ@hgÜčÓ@oãča@æþësµ@dTİB
@ Ndčãëč úč @ač‰Łìz@ëe…@dčÐä&×@ÝđÇ@æþëµ
s @dTİß…@Þđô
Glided those voices on the wings of the cloud
Till they reached the summit of that frightful mount

@ ،eŁìäčîäﬂi@óTÛ†ﬂç‰…@ƒíđa@ač†‘ﬂ @eŁìj&Û@óTÛ†ﬂç‰
@ NevŁìäčßìčí@ëčëžóí@dĆîäﬂß…@eŁìj&Û@eRŠﬂßča@áđÓ
The monster's hearth trembled and her foundation shook
In her heart, she knew that her days were few. (274)
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@ ،dŽäčÜîđy@”Łìi@oãča@óĆm…@drØđ•@dčäma
@ NóĆäçč …@dčÐîđB@c₣‹₣ @hčÛë@hčÜİ
č ßč @hčÛ@ačëô@hTÛ
His mightiest weapons
Were not the shield and the sword.

@ ،aĆˆ¬
č Łì @dčäiﬂ ‰Łë‹@cčëóí@dčjÛ& @ž†yđ @hčÛcﬂ
@ aĆ‡ëč…@dčà×ž†đy@O@cčô@ðôŁëòßŁëa@cčëžóí@ïč‘RŠèﬂi…
It was his heart hardened with pain
That his nation for centuries endured, (278)

@ @@@@،čÅäﬂj×Łì•@dčäčîqŞûi@cčëžóí@dčyŁë‰@ač†y@hčÛﬂa
@ NčÅßŁëa@dčÓ@dčzčÜÐ&Û@dč’m†đÓ@dčäčîqŞú
It was desire armed with determination
A sacred yearning to serve his nation. (280)
Variations in Oral Renditions of Qateeni’s Folk Tales
Below is a translation of an original segment of Qateeni's epic as recited by the
villagers in the plain of Nineveh including, Karmilis, Bar-tella, Alqosh and Telkeepe.7
Qatteeni the mountain leaper
His width the length of poplar
Qateeni the stables masher
Day and night he is on the move
He is the great of the greatest
Jumping up from roof to roof
Walks from one plain to the next
And drinks the blood and the vine
Ascends to Lillita's orchard
The most frightful Lilitha
Picks an armful of the scented plant
Holding it in his wide hands
Its smell gives the blind eye its sight
Resurrect from grave those who died

7

aĆ‡Łìz@ÉTİÓč @dĆänİčÓ
aĆ‡Łìy…@dč|‰Łìí@óĆãčëò&Ï
dŽßŁìç@ÉTİÓč @dĆänİčÓ
dŽßìčîië@hgÜîđÜi@ač‰č†zﬂi
aĆˆrđç…@aRŠrđç@óTÜí@dR¹đa
aĆŠçč až @aĆŠçč až @óTÛ@‰Ćìč‘…
dčzİ&ÐÛ@dčzİ&Ï@O@†ĆîčÏ
dčy†đÓë@dčßﬂ…@óTÛ@cTò‘č
cČčònÜTÛ…@dčßŠđØÛ@ÕĆBča
cČòč näčÇ…Œđß@cČčònÜTÛ
dĆäč°Ć‡…@dčÔič @†ĆjÇč
dŽäčíòčÏ…@ač†mbi@aĆ‰…č
ðóîđÜyTòÏč @aĆ‡ôŁìç@dŽäîđÇ
ðóîđÜàﬂzđäß@aRŠrđÓ…@rÅnß
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In the English rendition of Qateeni’s folk tales hardly any difference can be
detected between the so-called mountain versions and the plain versions simply
because the theme and the historical scenario are the same. In both versions, the
focus is on the heroic deeds of the mighty Qateeni and the devotion of his powers
for the salvation of his people and his nation from the evil powers. However, if
the native Assyrian renditions are taken into consideration, there are some
linguistic differences. Each version represents a given regional dialect [e.g., Tiari
versus Alqosh and the surrounding villages] with some minor phonetic, lexical
and cultural variations. Some such dialectal variations in Qateeni’s folk tales are
reflected in Daniel’s Epic. In one instance, his dialect is that of Baznayi [ rau ! =
exclamation ]or Jilwayi/Quchisnayi/Salmasnayi [biseema = pleasant or thank
you] at others it is Tiari [la = for ]or Marbishu [yalloodi = boys; yaltati = girls].
There is a colorful blending of dialects that is striking to the ear especially in the
verses under the section of “The Messenger and Malik Tuma” beginning on page
40 through 48. Linguistically assessed, this section is full with non-Urmi and
non-standard words and expressions that are typically representative, according
to Maclean’s classification, of the modern Assyrian dialects, of the Northern
group including Salamas, Quchanis, Gawar and Jilu.8 What seems to be obvious
is that in this particular section the Jilu dialect is prevalent, a fact which might
imply that Daniel’s informant(s) [contact persons] on Qateeni’s folk tales were of
Jilu descent. The rationale for such an assumption is the sudden shift in Daniel’s
,F
] into
pronunciation of the two typical Assyrian palatal plosives of [c
the velar plosives of [ k, g ], the latter sounds being typical of Jilu dialect. It
should be pointed out, however, that other dialects have also their linguistic
presence though to a lesser extent.

]Ú@ ]ê

According to Odisho there may be different reasons behind this dialectal
variation: firstly, to remind the reader of the folkloric nature of the Epic;
secondly, to imply an element of antiquity since the Assyrian dialects are as old
as the history of the Assyrians.9 Moreover, a third reason seems inevitable; the
reason may perhaps be the unfamiliarity of Daniel with the dialectal differences
among different Assyrian tribes and regions. Any pronunciation that was unlike
Modern Standard Assyrian or general Urmi was footnoted by Daniel as Li¯ za
č Łìz@cõŒÀÈ&ÛB “ Mountain Dialect”. This trend is readily noticeable
Úuraya BdÀčí‰
especially on pages 24-27.10
8

Maclean, Grammar of the Dialects of Vernacular Syriac, xiii.

9

Odisho. “Comments on the Epic of Kateeny,” 47.

10

William D. S. Daniel, Epic of Qateeni Gabbara, Vol. 1 (Tehran: Assyrian Cultural

Society Press, 1961).
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For any linguist investigating the dialects of Modern Assyrian, the label of Li¯ za
Úuraya is too generic to be accurate. Virtually, there are as many mountain
dialects among the Assyrians as the number of their villages. Nevertheless, it is
not unlikely that a romanticist poet with a musical bent such as Daniel would
intentionally infuse words from different native dialects of the Assyrians to
highlight the folkloric strand in the linguistic mosaic of the Epic.
Lessons to be Learned and Conclusions:
Undoubtedly, through the Epic of Qateeni Gabbara Daniel has proven, beyond
any doubt, that he is the only Assyrian poet who has achieved brilliant success in
creating modern written literature on the premises of long standing oral tradition.
This is a skill that only artistically brilliant writers and poets may possess.
In the realm of literature, especially among the modern Assyrians, any literate
person is entitled to crown him/herself a poet, but genuine and creative poets are
those who are crowned by their audience/readers only through the deep
appreciation of their works. Daniel is, unquestionably, foremost among those on
whom the title of poet was bestowed by the audience; this is deservedly so.
Daniel’s example in the domain of poetry is clear evidence that to be a creative
poet one does not have to have high academic qualifications. Except in the
domain of music where he received some education in classical music and
composition, Daniel established himself as a poet through self-education coupled
with artistic talents that nature had conferred on him. The latter had much to do
with what Daniel was.
William D.S. Daniel was, and still remains, a towering figure in the modern
Assyrian literature. In every sense of the word, he is a great poet; indeed a master
poet. Of all the works he had created, his legacy will be best symbolized by his
literary masterpiece- Epic of Qateeni Gabbara.

